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Introduction: Stereo  images  represent  a  key
dataset for producing digital terrain models (DTMs) of
planetary  surfaces.  Nearly all  of the  high-resolution
(<10  meters/pixel)  stereo  image  data  of Mars  come
from the  CTX and  HiRISE sensors.  However,  CTX
DTMs  are  not  routinely  produced,  and  are  not
currently released through the Planetary Data System
(PDS).  This  often  requires  researchers  who wish  to
incorporate  CTX  elevation  data  in  their  work  to
produce their  own. The NASA Ames Stereo Pipeline
(ASP) is a free software package that  can be used to
create  DTMs from stereo image  data  collected by a
variety of sensors, including CTX [1, 2].

This  abstract  presents  an  update to the workflow
described in [3] for producing CTX DTMs using ASP.
The  updated  workflow  takes  advantage  of  new
features  in  ASP since  version  2.6.0  [4]  in  order  to
improve  stereo  correlation  over  areas  of low image
texture and to more effectively manage blunders and
artifacts in the disparity map. 

Leveraging New Features in ASP: 
Semi-global  Matching  Algorithm.  ASP  2.6.0

added two new optional stereo correlation algorithms,
including  semi-global  matching  (SGM)  [5].  The
conventional  matcher  in  ASP  works  by  sliding  a
template derived from the left image within  a search
region in the right image and applying a cost function
(normalized cross correlation in [3]) in order to find a
matching feature. 

SGM instead  finds  disparity  matches  to  a  given
pixel by aggregating local matching costs over a much
larger region of the image, potentially over the entire
image [4]. A key advantage of SGM is that it improves
ASP’s ability to find matches over areas of low texture
in images of planetary surfaces, such as sand sheets,
glaciers or smooth valley walls. 

Disparity Map Smoothing.  ASP 2.6.0 also added
the  option  to  smooth  the  disparity  map  before
triangulation  using  a  median  filter  followed  by an
adaptive  texture  filter.  The  default  approach  to
disparity  map  filtering  in  ASP  involves  iteratively
identifying  and  removing  outliers  as  defined  by  a
series  of  threshold  parameters,  potentially  creating
data gaps in the final DTM. 

The  median  plus  texture  filter  approach  often
reduces the number and size of data gaps in the final
DTM  by  smoothing  over,  rather  than  simply
discarding  disparity  map  outliers.  These  new  filter
options  are  especially  useful  for  removing  known

artifacts in SGM-derived disparity maps over smooth
terrains,  but  the  filters  can  be  applied  to  disparity
maps derived from the default matcher as well. 

Summary of Workflow:  A detailed description of
the  CTX  DTM  workflow is  provided  in  [3]  but  a
summary is provided here for convenience along with
highlights of modifications to the workflow that  take
advantage of SGM and the new disparity filter options
in ASP. A comparison of results using the earlier and
improved workflow is shown in Figure 1.

Preprocessing. The  CTX  Experimental  Data
Records (EDRs) are prepared for ASP using the USGS
Integrated  Software  for  Imagers  and  Spectrometers
(ISIS3).  Input  images  are  converted  to  ISIS3  cube
format and SPICE kernel information is added to the
image labels.  The input  images  are  bundle  adjusted
using ASP’s bundle_adjust tool.

Initial  DTM  Generation. The  bundle-adjusted
image pair  is passed to ASP’s  parallel_stereo tool to
create  an  initial  point  cloud  using  the  new  SGM
algorithm rather  than  the default matcher,  and using
disparity  map  smoothing  rather  than  the  default
outlier  removal.  The  resulting  point  cloud  is
interpolated  to  an  initial  100  m/pixel  DTM.  The
bundle-adjust images are then projected onto the low-
resolution DTM. The resulting map-projected images
are then passed to the parallel_stereo routine to create
a  new  point  cloud  using  the  default  matching
algorithm  and  disparity map smoothing,  rather  than
the default outlier removal.

This  two-stage  approach  to  generating  a  DTM
combines  the  complementary  advantages  of  using
bundle-adjusted  (but  unprojected)  images,  and
projected images, thereby improving stereo correlation
on steep slopes.  Using  SGM as the  matcher  for  the
low-resolution DTM and the default  matcher  for the
full-resolution  DTM  similarly  combines  SGM’s
improved matching on low texture regions of the input
image  while  still  maintaining  the  default  matcher’s
superior  performance in  areas  of high  image texture
and steep terrain.

Alignment and Final DTM. The second point cloud
is  rigidly  aligned  to  MOLA shot  data  using  ASP’s
pc_align tool.  The  aligned  point  cloud  is  then
interpolated  to  a  24  m/pixel  DTM. The  pc_align
transformation is then applied to the SGM-based point
cloud and the result is interpolated to a 24 m/px DTM
as well.
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Merging  Aligned  DTMs. The  two aligned  DTMs
are  then  mosaicked into a  single  DTM using  ASP’s
dem_mosaic tool.  The  SGM-based  DTM  is  placed
below  the  conventional-matcher-based  DTM.  Thus,
gaps that  exist  in  areas  of low image texture in  the
conventional DTM are effectively filled in by elevation
values  from  the  SGM-based  DTM,  while  still
preserving  the  relatively  higher  quality  elevation
values  in  areas  of  high  image  texture  and  steep
terrain.

Configuration  Parameterization:  The
introduction  of  SGM  and  disparity  map  smoothing
into  the  CTX  workflow  necessitates  selection  of
different  parameter  values for ASP. There will  never
be a single set of configuration parameters that yields
ideal results from all possible CTX input data, but it is
useful to examine the results from many combinations
of  parameter  values  in  order  to  identify  a
configuration  that  provides  acceptable  results  from
typical input data.

The  revised  stereo  configuration  for  the  initial
point cloud generation uses a square correlation kernel
of 7 pixels,  which is the recommended default when
using SGM in ASP. 

The median filter requires a kernel size parameter,
and  the  adaptive  texture  filter  requires  a  kernel
parameter  and  a  unitless  scale  parameter.
Approximately  30  stereo  configurations  using
different  combinations  of median  filter  and  adaptive
texture  filter  parameter  values  were  generated  and
applied to a suite of test image pairs. 

The results were then visually compared in order
to identify a configuration that yielded optimal results
for both the low-resolution and  full-resolution initial
DTMs.

The optimal  parameterization  of the median  and
texture  filters  for  the  initial  point  clouds  differed
depending on which stereo correlation algorithm was
used. The configuration selected for the SGM-derived
DTM  used  a  median  kernel  of  5  pixels,  a  texture
smoothing kernel  of 15 pixels, and a texture smooth
scale of 0.15. The configuration selected for the DTM
using the conventional matcher used a median kernel
of 7 pixels,  a texture smoothing kernel  of 13 pixels,
and a texture smooth scale of 0.13. 

DTM  Availability:  20  CTX  DTMs  produced
using the workflow described in  this abstract  will be
available  for  download  through  the  MarsTrek  data
portal  (https://marstrek.jpl.nasa.gov/). The DTMs are
also available from the author upon request.

Code  Availability:  Bash  scripts  and  ASP
configuration files used in this work are available on
GitHub:
https://github.com/USGS-Astrogeology/asp_scripts/.
This repository is a fork of the repository linked in [3].
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Figure 1. Left: Detail from CTX Image B19_017187_1685_XN_11S069W showing mix of low
and high image texture. Middle: Hillshade from DTM made using workflow in [3] showing 
gap where stereo correlator failed over smooth sand sheet. Right: Hillshade from DTM made 
using improved workflow. Area of sand sheet has been effectively filled with values from SGM-
based DTM.
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